2. The primal pattern of all the modifications of a part
9. Man for his training himself in his instruction of any common tongue
10. Final cause not the freezing principle 14, 37
13. In the companion of hand of mile. But for this
33. In the ordinary house of the in many great
35. Abstain of one the variable in ensuing
39. A desire to ascend to cause of stomachs
40. On head of human faults find of kine in for production not applied I think
45. Horse of leg of lepidosiren find contains of simplex for abstract original
45. Any imitation of Peter in wholes - 78 inches high in Bora
52. Lepidosiren realize many ideal archetypes (see my remarks at end of volume
54. Some think falsely that conformity of plan is opposed to idea of design
56. Allude to grandiloquent sentence to some laws gaining proposiion guided
of archetype light - or -
99. Vertebra of head of man first developed
103. On various list of evidence of segment of vertebra.
I look at Owen's Archetypes as more than ideal, as a real representation as far as to most consummate skill and largest generalization can represent to present from 1 to Verichela.

I follow him that there is a erotic archetype, the parent of it.